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Ojuvi Perfume House
M3 Cosmetics is a subsidiary of Empas Group, which is the world leader in the Sgia world Golden Image competition for
the last 6 years in the field of ''Special Printing and Visual Technologies'', and has been serving textile constraints to
multinational companies since 1984.

M3 Cosmetics was founded in 2014 with the vision of creating a world brand. The company that created the Ojuvi brand, 
started to produce perfumes, cologne and essential products,  in a short period of time, they started to export to Europe, 
Asia and Africa and open their own stores and began to give distributorships. 

In addition to the company manufacturing in international IFRA standards; It also has quality certificates of GMP ISO 22716, 
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, Ohsas 18001.

ABOUT US



OJUVI HEADQUARTERS



OJUVI SHOPS AND QUALITY CERTIFICATES



OJUVI ISTANBUL SHOWROOM



OJUVI ISTANBUL SHOWROOM



OJUVI ISTANBUL SHOWROOM





OJUVI ISTANBUL CVK HOTELS



OJUVI ISTANBUL CVK HOTELS



OJUVI ISTANBUL THE MARMARA HOTELS



OJUVI RUSSIA STORES



OJUVI RUSSIA STANDS



OJUVI POLAND KIOSKS



OJUVI POLAND KIOSKS



OJUVI S.AFRICA JOHANNESBURG SHOWROOM



OJUVI S.AFRICA JOHANNESBURG STANDS



This is a complex and mystical fragrance that
exudes soft woody and spicy notes and is full
of character and old world sophistication.

ANOTHER STORY

SPICY

FLORAL WOODY

black pepper, carnation, cinnamon, nutmeg

lily patchouli, vetiver

SPICY



A fragrance playing on the contrasting facets
of simplicity; its bright and poignant freshness
is rounded by the scent of patchouli, musk
and cedarwood.

NIGHT TALES

MUSKY

FLORAL CITRUS

WOODY WOODY

bergamot, violet

cedarwood, patchouli diffusive musk



A fragrance dedicated to the richness of 
jasmine enveloped with violet and warm
amber.

BLACK OMBRE

CITRUS AMBERY

CITRUS

FLORAL AMBERY

orange, bergamot

violet, jasmine amber



A potion of animalic oud, precious floral
bouquet and citrusy bright top.

OUD AMBER HARMONY

WOODY AMBERY

CITRUS

FLORAL AMBERY WOODY

bergamot, mandarine

floral bouquet oud, amber



Like a mirage, a journey of the senses: an 
opulent, voluptuous and textured fragrance. 
Delicious!

DANCING UNDER THE FULL MOON

FLORAL SWEET

CITRUS

FLORAL SWEET AMBERY

bergamot, mandarie

orange blossom vaniila, caramel



This is an fresh and balsamic fragrance
refreshed by the essence of rose, oud and
oriental amber.

ONE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS

WOODY FLORAL

WOODY

FLORAL WOODY AMBERY

teak wood

rose oud, amber



The Garden of Forbidden Apple, with its 
refreshing bergamot breeze, promises you 
serenity with the combination of rose and 
jasmine flowers, while adding permanence 
with notes of vanilla, amber and oak moss.

An unforgettable, timeless work ...

GARDEN OF THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT

WOODY FLORAL

SPICY

FLORAL WOODY AMBERY

Bergamot

Jasmine,rose Oak, amber



An elegant interpretation of spicy nuances 
and honey envoloped indelicate flowers 
precious composition of cedar , sandal and 
leathery notes

REBORN

WOODY

SPICY

FLORAL WOODY 

Clove, Saffron, Black pepper

Patchouli Oud, Leather,Dry Wood

OJUVI PREMIUM COLLECTION



This is a complex and mystical fragrance that 
exudes soft tobacco and ambery notes and is 
full of character and old world sophistication

FOREVER

GOURMAND

CITRUS

FLORAL AMBERY

Peach, bergamot

Jasmşne, ylang ylang Musk, oakmoss, vanilla



A fragrance playing on the contrasting facets 
of simplicity; its dark and poignant freshness 
is rounded by the scent of rose, amber, oud 
and saffron

DARK MIRACLE

FLORAL ORIENTAL

SPICY

FLORAL MUSKY

saffron

Rose, jasmine oud, vanilla, musk



In a daring composition, balmy and sweet 
notes of vanilla, tobacco, amber are faceted 
with earthy patchouli and refreshed with a 
bergamot top note makes for a fascinating 
study.

RED PASSION

AMBERY

SPICY

SPICY AMBERY TOBACCO

bergamot

Rose, cinnamon Tobacco, tonka bean, amber



This is a complex and mystical fragrance that
exudes soft woody and spicy notes and with
patchouli notes it makes your world dreamy
and peacefull

GOLD

WOODY

SPICY

AROMATİC WOODY AMBERY

PINK PEPPER

Clary Sage Patchouli, Amber



OJUVI PREMIUM COLLECTION


